I, Introduction
Let u = u(x,t) be a scalar function of the spatial variable x e. < 0,1 > c fi and time variable te.^0, 00 ), let f and F be the functions of x £<0,1> .
We shall consider the following equation The coefficient a is the function of variable t, b is function of x, and G is the operator, whose domain is the space of the functions u = u(x,t) of class C for x e. <0,1> and t £ < 0,°o), and whose range is contained in the space of the functions of class C°(<0,o> x <0,° The values of these operators we shall denote by
We admit the following assumptions:
Prom the assumption Z1 we obtain that
The problem presented above describes, among others, the longitudinal vibrations of the bar. The model of the bar material is Voigt's body, in which the tension depends on the deformation and on the velocity of the deformation. In this paper we shall study the properties of tiie solution of the problem (1), (TO), (WB). 7?e shall not consider the existence of this solution, we shall assume that the solution exists and under this assumption we shall study the behaviour of the solutions at infinity (boundedness, stability). Now, let us state and prove the theorems.
II. lion-homogeneous equation
First we shall consider the non-homogeneous equation Proof. Let us take an? solution u = u(x,t) of (1) satisfying ('."?) and ('.VBi and let us cans id e.? c-long fais solution the following function
where the constant 6" is cuch that
In square brackets in (2) 
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After reduction we have Integrating J 2 ( 6 -constant, a -function of t) and using the (WB), from which it follows that u t (0,t) = 0 and u t (1,t) = 0, we obtain 1 Let us estimate the integral J^ using the Z3. We have
Prom Schwarz's inequality and from [61u |+|u^| 2 ) <(1+6 2 )(u 2 +u 2 +u^) it follows that
J^^Vlh+e 2 ) f (u 2 +u 2 +u 2 )d2
Let T =jrVl(l+6 2 ), from (16), (18) and (4) we have
From this inequality it follows (a precise proof is given in
where
is bounded (this follows from Z1 , Z4). Then the function H(t) is bounded for te<0,oo).
Since the form of u, u^ in (2) is positively defined it follows that J u£ dx ¿i 2H(t). 0
Using again Schwarz's inequality we obtain and the proof is completed.
III. Homogeneous equation Let us consider the homogeneous equation
We shall prove the following theorem. liov; it is clear (from (28)) that the solution is bounded and converges exponential^ to zero when t -* 00 . Kov/ let us prove the asymptotical stability of the trivial solution of (25).
Definition« The trivial solution is asymptotically stable when for every t > 0 there exists 6 > 0 each that for every solution u = u(x,t) of equation (25) 
